
What are the Glassdoor Local Pay Reports?  
The Glassdoor Local Pay Reports show estimated median annual base pay for full-time U.S. workers in metro 
areas throughout the United States and nationally. In addition, the Local Pay Reports estimate year-over-year 
wage growth for dozens of common job titles. 

Leveraging the same technology and data science behind Glassdoor’s Know Your Worth product, the Local Pay 
Reports apply a proprietary machine learning algorithm to estimate median base pay by job title, industry and 
employer size.

How does the model behind the estimates in the Local Pay Reports work? 
Since Glassdoor launched in 2008, we have collected millions of salaries and other compensation data 
from workers throughout the U.S. Our proprietary salary database provides a unique data set that, through 
sophisticated algorithms, enables us to reasonably predict the estimated median base pay by job title,  
industry and employer size through what we call Salary Estimates.

To calculate the median base pay found in the Local Pay Reports, Glassdoor’s model factors in the many  
variables that impact pay: location, industry, job title, company size and more. The model then uses that 
information to estimate how each factor impacts pay, predicting what workers earn in that metro for that job.  
The model is dynamic, using all of the millions of U.S. salaries collected on Glassdoor to estimate pay by metro 
area for specific job titles, industries or employer sizes, including the latest salaries from the past month.

What makes up the estimates?  
The estimates are for annual base pay only. We do not include tips, commissions, bonuses or other types of 
compensation. The median base pay estimates are not adjusted seasonally or for inflation. 

What are these metro areas based on? 
The metro areas are based on Core-Based Statistical Areas (CBSAs) from the U.S. Census Bureau. They include 
the county of the major city in each area, as well as nearby areas that are economically related, as defined by 
patterns in commuting to work. More information about CBSAs is available here. 

Are the Local Pay Reports revised later? 
Each month we re-estimate the Local Pay Reports model using the latest salary data from Glassdoor. Because 
users may submit salaries for jobs up to five years in the past, each month we revise the estimates of pay to  
reflect the new data. In addition, our data science team regularly refines and improves the accuracy of our  
Local Pay Reports model, which also results in data revisions. For these reasons, historical reports are not  
strictly comparable to the latest figures. For transparency, archived historical Local Pay Reports with unrevised 
figures are available for download.

Are salary estimates based on a moving average? 
All year-over-year salary growth rates in the Local Pay Reports are based on 3-month moving averages. This  
helps smooth out random month-to-month noise in the data and provides a more accurate picture of real 
underlying trends in pay in the labor market.

I don’t see wage growth figures by industry or employer size. Why not? 
At this time, the Local Pay Reports allow us to estimate year-over-year pay growth for job titles and overall  
metro areas. The machine learning model behind the Local Pay Reports does not allow us to estimate pay  
growth by industry and company size at this time. As Glassdoor collects more salary and other relevant data,  
the machine learning algorithm gets smarter, and we expect that coverage and accuracy will improve over time.
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I don’t see my metro in your report. Can I get pay data for other areas?  
At this time, the Local Pay Reports are limited to the metro areas in the published report. We are not able to 
provide data for other metros, though Glassdoor plans to expand to other metros in the future. 

What is the sample size?   
The Glassdoor Local Pay Reports uses all of the salaries collected on Glassdoor and applies a proprietary 
machine-learning model to estimate median base pay by job title, industry and employer size. The model takes 
into account all of the millions of salaries collected on Glassdoor over time, and becomes smarter as more data is 
collected each month. Because our estimates are based on a machine learning model — rather than a traditional 
survey of households — we do not provide counts of individual salaries collected in each month. The select group 
of job titles in the Local Pay Reports represent jobs for which Glassdoor has the most — and most reliable — data 
among the thousands of job titles we track each month. As Glassdoor collects more salary and other relevant  
data over time, we expect that coverage and accuracy will improve. 

Do you use any BLS data in this report? 
The pay estimates in the Local Pay Reports are based entirely on Glassdoor salary data, and use no external  
BLS data. To provide context about local markets, the report does show local unemployment rates and labor force 
statistics from the latest BLS figures. 

Do employers verify these salaries?   
All Glassdoor salary data is contributed anonymously by current and former employees. Employers do not verify 
reported salaries on Glassdoor. 

How do the Glassdoor Local Pay Reports compare to wages and salaries from BLS? 
Wages and salaries from the BLS include tips, commissions, cash bonuses, and other pay workers report that they 
receive, in addition to base pay. The Local Pay Reports only estimate median base pay. Additionally, Glassdoor’s 
Local Pay Reports estimate median base pay for full-time workers only; BLS figures often include both full- and 
part-time workers. 

How do you compare to BLS median pay for the U.S.? 
The estimate of U.S. median base pay from the Local Pay Reports was within 7 percent of the official U.S. wages 
and salaries estimate for full-time workers from BLS. A comparison to BLS median pay is available here.

How does wage growth in Local Pay Reports compare to official figures? 
The estimates of overall U.S. wage growth from the Local Pay Reports are closely correlated with official wage 
growth figures over time. A comparison to BLS and Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta wage growth measures is 
available here.

Can I download all of the data? 
Users can freely download data from individual Local Pay Reports here. If used for research or analysis, we ask 
users to cite Glassdoor as their data source. 

How should I cite the Local Pay Reports in my research paper? 
We suggest the following citation: Glassdoor “Local Pay Reports,” accessed on [date]. Available at  
Glassdoor.com/research.

I am an academic researcher and want access to your data. How do I do that?  
Academic researchers interested in access to data from Glassdoor’s Local Pay Reports should send an email to 
economics@glassdoor.com. 

I think there is an error in the Local Pay Reports. Who should I tell?  
Please send feedback to economics@glassdoor.com.  
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